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Value Leader in Gluing Equipment

Clamp Rack
The QUICK Clamp Rack is our most compact and affordable 
gluing machine.  It’s moderate cost, ultra high-quality clamps 
(30 pounds each!), super-strong frame and effi cient use of 
fl oor space make it the ideal gluing station for the smaller or 
custom shop.  It’s unique two-sided design provides maximum 
“room to work.”  QUICK Clamp Racks are available in 6', 8' and 
12' widths, with 32" or 40" opening clamps.

Section Standard Clamp Carrier
Our Standard Clamp Carriers are our mid-size gluing 
machines.  Providing the best bang-for-the-buck in the 
industry, they include zinc-plated, full box-frame clamps, 
super-fast 3000 RPM Pneumatic Clamp Tighteners, Pneumatic 
Panel Flatteners and Electric Motor Drives with Automatic 
Rotation Cycles.  Standard width is 8.5'; standard clamp 
opening is 38"; other sizes are available.  Available with 6, 14 
or 20 sections.  Expandable later to 14 or 20 sections.

Heavy Duty Clamp Carrier
Our Heavy-Duty Clamp Carriers are designed for high 
production and super durability.  The frames (and clamps) on 
these machines are the heaviest and stiffest in the industry, 
with oversize frame rails and runways, 3" diameter front and 
rear shafts, heavy-duty chains with 2" wide rollers, large cast 
iron sprockets, and massive 6" I-beam legs.  Pneumatic and 
Hydraulic Clamp Tighteners are available.  Machine widths are 
available from 6.5' to 16.5'.  From 6 to 80 sections, expandable.

For detailed product descriptions, high-resolution photographs, QuickTime 
movies and pricing, please visit our web site, or give us a call!

www.quickmachinerycompany.com

Automatic Clamp Carrier
Our Automatic Clamp Carrier brings full automation to the 
panel clamping process.  After loading the clamps with stock, 
the operator simply presses the “Cycle Start” button, which 
commences the machine’s fully automatic clamp tightening, 
Carrier rotation, clamp loosening cycle.
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QUICK Spreader
Our QUICK Spreader is an inexpensive, quick-and-easy glue 
applicator.  It is designed for use with our Clamp Racks and 
smaller Clamp Carriers.  When it’s foot treadle is depressed, 
a stainless steel glue-applying grid rises up out of a reservoir 
of glue.  The operator places several boards at once onto the 
grid, and a mesh pattern of glue is transferred to the bottom 
edges of the boards.

Conveyorized Glue Applicator
Our Conveyorized Glue Applicator automatically applies glue 
to the edges or faces of stock.  It is designed for use with 
our medium- to large-size Clamp Carriers.  They’re elegantly 
designed, effi cient and reasonably priced.  Many different 
widths and lengths are available, with the “standard” unit being 
20" wide, with 8' infeed conveyor and 8' outfeed conveyor.

Roller Coater Glue Spreader
Our Roller Coater Glue Spreaders apply precise coatings of 
water-based wood glues to the faces of fl at stock.  They are 
available for top-only or two-sided glue application, in widths 
of 17", 24", 36", 48", 54" and 63".  A variable speed control is 
available.  Standard vertical opening is 1.75", with 6" available.

For detailed product descriptions, high-resolution photographs, QuickTime 
movies and pricing, please visit our web site, or give us a call!

Pod Press
Our Pneumatic Pod Presses are cost-effective machines for 
face-laminating various materials.  QUICK Pod presses can 
produce a maximum 80 psi platen pressure, making them 
suitable for both light-duty and heavy-duty applications.  
Vertical daylight opening is adjustable via precise and long-
lasting electrically-powered shaft-driven worm gear systems.


